




Innovation - where necessities 
and trends come together.





We design and manufacture lighting fixtures for home furnishings. 
We do so with the utmost care and attention to innovation. 
In order to compete with developments in technology 
and ever-changing style trends, it is essential to design, develop 
and offer products that have not yet come to market, whilst ensuring 
that the objective of harmoniously combining market necessities 
and trends is always in sight. The focus is then given to the research 
at the basis of our work, the defining trait of which is our ability 
to transform a brain-child into an idea, an idea into a project 
and a project into a product.





Ingenuity and devotion to detail, 
symbols of Made in Italy.





We design and produce lighting fixtures and control systems 
specifically for the furniture lighting sector, offering a wide-range 
of tailored solutions designed to meet the range and specifications 
of a particular request. Our aim is to place quality before quantity, 
fuelled by a culture of custodianship based on the most authentic 
“Made in Italy” values. The central features of our company 
are ingenuity, a spark that ignites the virtuous process through 
which the most demanding challenges lead to new solutions, 
and attention to detail, a legacy of the secular culture of the beauty 
that drives the creative expression of our designers.





Reliability, the result 
of an integrated skills system.





The top-level subcontracting market has high regard for the virtue 
of reliability. In addition to innovative ideas, Domus Line 
backs up its reliability through its commitment to supplying products
that exceed expectations in terms of performance, anticipating
the requirements of the most demanding companies in the sector.
Domus Line brings this all together pro-actively to offer 
the customer a first-rate system of integrated skills structured
around business consultancy, technical support and assistance
which is backed up by a service that stands apart for its thoroughness 
and high level of know-how.





International in scope, 
global in strategy.





Reliability forms the basis of our solid reputation which accompanies 
us in over 70 countries across every continent in which we distribute 
our lighting fixtures through a carefully selected sales network. 
As an international player, we are guided in our actions by 
a perspective which is open to the needs of a large and multi-faceted 
market. The global target of our offer requires a truly global approach, 
not only in terms of business strategy but also in terms 
of design and production to ensure that the safety of our products 
is in strict compliance with the regulations in force in the countries 
to which we export.





The value of change, 
the energy of passion.





“To put technology and style at the service of furniture lighting, 
constantly investing in change to improve our offer and contribute 
to the development of the sector.”

This is our mission. This also reveals our vision, the projection 
of our intentions for the future which continue to inspire the present. 
This statement is not designed to amaze, but rather to accurately 
summarise the day-to-day workings of our business which is 
founded on the highest skills, the most qualified professionals, 
a strong ethical approach and an authentic devotion to style. 
Fuelling the commitment that transforms the features of our business 
into concrete and distinctive values is the energy of passion, 
shared amongst our entire workforce.





A comprehensive offer 
with a personalised approach.





Our offer is categorised into four collections of lighting fixtures, 
dedicated to home and commercial furnishings. We also offer 
an accessory line which includes sensors, power supply and control systems.

Domus Line
Domus Bath
Domus Classic
Domus Contract
Domus Extra

Our in-depth knowledge of the sector, resulting from our experience 
and unwavering design and analysis efforts, ensures that we carefully 
consider all aspects and complexities requiring attention when designing 
our products. Each of our systems is developed according to the type 
of furniture for which it will be used and the room in which it will go. 
Our task is to pro-actively support the furniture industry by anticipating 
its needs and tailoring our approach based on the solutions that 
perfectly fit the scope.





Professionalism, technical support 
and business consultancy.





Our ability to act through an integrated skills system has two strengths: the guaranteed provision 
of professional technical support and excellent business consultancy.
We offer the customised design of lighting fixtures and control systems for domestic 
and commercial furniture. Our projects are coordinated through advanced applications software 
which also uses 3D graphics and virtual presentations. We perform rapid prototyping to effectively 
review any critical issues, the product’s appearance and functionality, in order to obtain 
an impeccable result and reduced time-to-market.
We carry out technical lighting tests, precisely measuring the luminous flux, the colour temperature 
and the colour rendering index in compliance with international standards and in accordance 
with the EU Eco-design directive.
We keep our customers continuously up to date on the industry’s international standards. 
Our products undergo certification to ensure that each appliance has been correctly tested 
by an authorised and independent body which is necessary to demonstrate its compliance 
with the safety and reliability requirements prescribed by law.
We are committed to enhancing our expertise which exceeds the strictly technical sphere and to turn 
this into added value. This is demonstrated by our business consultancy services geared towards 
our authorised distributors. We work with you to identify the most opportune strategies 
and to plan sales support actions, by mapping out detailed programmes and measuring the results.





A business system 
characterised by total quality.





We bring together quality processes, environmental sustainability, 
health and safety at work to create a blueprint of lean production. 
The integrated system conforming to international standards 
ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 and OHSAS 18001:2007, certified 
by an independent body, extends to a set of principles covering 
the most diverse areas of the business: from customer satisfaction 
to integrated communication, from careful administrative management 
to correct risk assessment. 





Ethics at the service 
of social sustainability.





We have always conducted our business with the greatest attention 
to social issues. Acting in accordance with ethical principles means 
clearly defining the responsibilities and rights of the subjects involved 
in corporate activity, bringing them together in a process of virtuous 
growth, based on participation and sharing. 
In addition to formalising our commitment by adhering to an ethical 
code, which is internationally acknowledged, we also strive to ensure 
that our suppliers respect these rules.







domusline.com

http://domusline.com/

